The paper reports the development of model-based sensorless control methlodologies for driving PMSMs using matrix converters. In particular, experimental results show that observer-based state-estimation techniques nor-mally employed for sensorless conltrol of PMSMs using Voltage Source Inlverters (VSIs) [1, 2] , can be readily exported to matrix converter counteTparts witi minimal additional computational overhead. Furithermore, zero speed stft-up and speed r-eversal are experimenltally demonstrated. Finally, the observer is designed to be fauLlt toler-ant such that upon detection of a broken terminal (phase fault), the PMSM remains operational and could be utilized to provide a limp-lhome capability.
Introduction
Manufacturers of work-class deep-sea ROVWs, Fig. 1(a) , are increasingly looking towards the replacement of traditional hydraulic based drive systems and otler auxiliary equipment such as robot arms, lighting, and cable-laying and burial equipment, by electric-based technologies [3, 4] . Although electromagnetic machines have lower power density that their hydraulic counlterparts, electrically based power units have the potential to offer significant system advaltages in terms of higher reliability, reduced overall system mass. imnproved control dynamnics ald better energy efficienlcy [3.4] ; the latter translating to a net reduction in mass and drag from the umbilical cable connection for power transmission from a surface ship, During deep-sea operation of the ROV, buoyancy constraints and cooling issues make it highly desirable to operate power electronic drive systems in an oil-filled environment subiect to the high ambient pressure (up to 400bar), as opposed to being housed in a thick-walled metallic pressure vessel subject to nolninal atmospheric pressture Ib(ar). However, capacitors (particldarly electrolytic types) and some industrial grade semicondtuctor devices are known to be extremely sensitive to presswre dute to their constrLction, and can implode under piessures corTesponding to 3000m sea depth (300bar). As drive systems must with-stand z300bar ambient, the components shouldd ideally be able to withstand 1.33x is pressure (z4OObar) to provide an operating safety margin on the system components. Tests investigating electrical and mechanical failure of the power electronic devices by subjecting commercial devices to target pressures in an oil-filled pressure chamber have been previously attailed, resulting to several device failures [4] . For electric thrluLster actuators and servo systems, it is apparent that daltetratives to industry Observer-based sensorless control of PMSMs using Matrix Converters For servo-type applications, ald those where electromagnetic torque ripple cal have a signific:ant impact on overall product perfor-manlce, vector control schelnes, Fig. 2 , are preferred, and sensorless operation must be achieved using olnly motor terminal quLantities to accurately estimate the rotor position. Although control of PMSMs using matrix converters has been previously reported [3] , only recently has sensorless operation of PMSMs with matrix converters attracted attention [5, 6] . Furthermore, it will be shown that by suitable chloice of matrix converter conmmutation strategy, observer-based sensorless control methodologies previously developed for sensorless control of PMSMs using 6- The overall structure of a matrix converter based PMSM control scheme is shown in Fig. 3 [9, 10] for complete foruLilation of the recursive EKF algorithm employed. 
Experimental Results
The presented matrix converter sensorless scheme has been employed to provide sensorless control of a 0.75kW, 4- 
